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STATS WINDOW
The Pacific Business Review International has taken an initiative to start a section which will provide a snapshot of major Global
& Indian economic indicators and industry review alternatively.
A snapshot of the section in upcoming issues is hereunder:
March 2014

Economy at a Glance (Global & Indian)

April 2014

Healthcare Sector: Global Scenario

May 2014

Economy at a Glance (Global & Indian)

June 2014

Retail Sector: Global Scenario

July 2014

Economy at a Glance (Global & Indian)

August 2014

Hospitality Sector: Global Scenario

INDUSTRY REVIEW AT A GLANCE
Global Automobile Industry
Considered as blood circulation system for industry, automobile
sector throughout world serves as an indicator for industrial
growth. In current world scenario, Asian markets (China, India,
Thailand and others) are offering growth while USA, Canada and
Europe are almost saturated. In world scenario overall growth rate
in automobile sector seems to be less than nominal GDP rate. With
unequal distribution of income in developing countries the
demand of luxury cars as well as low cost cars has fluctuated.
Common concerns across nations like greenhouse gases have
forced companies to invest heavily in innovative green technology,
fuel cells and hybrids. Toyota's hybrid and DaimlerChrysler's fuel
cell technology have set an excellent example. Passenger safety,
skilled manpower deficiency and increasing supplier's bargaining
capacity in global outsourcing arena has pushed companies to their
limit.
In Indian subcontinent slow economic growth, increase in fuel
prices has heavily affected people's purchasing power. But with
increasing middle class population, MNC culture, highway
infrastructure enhancement and untapped rural market has
provided opportunities to Indian and foreign auto makers. As a
result BSE AUTO Index has outperformed the benchmark Nifty by
12% and 19% in FY11 and FY12 resp.
As per Automotive Component Manufacturers' Association
(ACMA) data, automobile industry has recorded export worth
US$ 9.3 billion in 2012–13 and is projected to touch US$ 30 billion
by 2020–21. Study also claims 2 fold increase in passenger vehicle
category in next 5 Years. Several global and Indian bike makers are
planning to utilize India's mass-production base of 16 million twowheelers to roll out sports bikes in the 250 cc capacity. Moreover,
the demand for sports utility vehicles (SUVs) will continue to
grow. The market size of SUVs was estimated to be around 25,000
units per annum in India.
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The FDI inflows (cumulative) into the Indian automobile industry
from April 2000 to October 2013 was recorded at US$ 9079
million, almost 4 per cent of the total FDI inflows (in terms of
US$), as per data published by Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion (DIPP), Ministry of Commerce, Government of India.
The Union Budget 2013–14 added some incentives to the industry,
as extension in concession period for part of electric and hybrid
vehicles up to March 31, 2015. Government of India has also
permitted 100 per cent FDI in the automotive industry through
automatic route. Automotive Mission Plan (AMP) 2006–2016 sets
vision for India “to emerge as a destination of choice in the world
for design and manufacture of automobiles and auto components
providing additional employment to 25 million people by 2016.”
Indian Government has launched Automotive Mission Plan 2016
targeting US $145bn market by 2016 and to contribute 10% in
national GDP.
Supporting the growth initiatives from Government of India,
private business houses are also sharing the vision by their
expansion plans such as·

Tata Motors Ltd plans to invest about £30 million (US$
49.17 million) in NAIC (National Automotive
Innovation Campus) for research and development
(R&D).

·

Volvo India Pvt Ltd plans to set up truck and bus
manufacturing facility with an investment of Rs 974
crore (US$ 158.32 million) in Malur, Karnataka,.

·

Japanese manufacturing companies are considering
India as the favorite destination for investments,
according to Mr Masanori Nakano, Consul General of
Japan in Chennai.
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JBM Auto has formed a joint venture (JV) with Italian
bus maker BredaMenarinibus to manufacture luxury
buses in India as part of Rs 500- crore investment plan.

·

Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M) plans to develop the
world's first hybrid technology with manual
transmission and enhance fuel efficiency by almost 20
per cent.
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The above statistics reveals the movement of production facilities from European to African, Asian and
South American nations. India and Russia out of high Potential BRICS group have shown negative trend in
last quarter of 2013 compared to 2012 Quarter 4.
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The table shows that over last 5 years of global financial turmoil and recovery, vehicle sales combined of
passesnger and commercial vehicles has shown positive trend with 30% growth. With 70% increase,
Russia, Turkey and other europe have emerged as high potential markets for brands alongwith emerging
demand from Asian, South American, NAFTA and African Market
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The table reveals that overall commercial vehicle sales has shown a positive trend over past 5 years which
indicates revival of industries. Continents with developing nations have shown a growth rate between 3060 % in commercial vehicle sales as compared to 2009
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A decrease of household buying capacity in European region can be clearly seen by negative trend of
passenger car sales. On the other hand with small car segment manufacturers are making fortune in
developing nations with 35 % and above growth as compared to 2009.
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The above statistics clears the claim of increasing industralisation in Asian and Central & South American
continent with growth of 31 % and 37 % respectively in 2012 as compared to 2009. Increasing level of air
pollution in China and India is justified with one of the highest motorization growth of 16 % and 11%
respectively in 2013 over 2012.
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